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Children acquire attentional biases that help them generalize novel words to novel objects.
Researchers have proposed that these biases arise from regularities in the early noun
vocabulary children learn and suggest that the specifics of the biases should be tied to
the specifics of individual children’s vocabularies. However, evidence supporting this pro-
posal to date comes from studies of group means.The current study examines the relations
between the statistics of the nouns young children learn and the similarities and differences
in the biases they demonstrate. We show that individual differences in vocabulary struc-
ture predict individual differences in novel noun generalization.Thus, these data support the
proposal that word learning biases emerge from the regularities present in individual chil-
dren’s vocabularies and, importantly, that children’s on-line attention during an experiment
is mediated by instances of past learning.
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INTRODUCTION
A central question in the study of development is how the structure
of a child’s environment relates to the structure of his or her think-
ing (Gibson, 1969). Assessing the nature of experience in terms of
available structure can make clear how seemingly unsolvable prob-
lems in development are solvable. Language development might
be the paradigm case of this as much recent research has detailed
ways in which children take advantage of rich structure to “solve”
language problems previously thought to be impossible.

For example, research on statistical learning has shown that
infants can exploit transitional probabilities at the boundaries of
words to segment them from the continuous speech stream (Saf-
fran et al., 1996b). Additional research has shown that infants can
use known words (including their own name) to help in segmen-
tation (Bortfeld et al., 2005). Likewise, adults are able to identify
the referent of an utterance from muted videos of mother–child
conversations (Gillette et al., 1999) suggesting that the structure
of social interaction provides enough information to select the
correct referent for a novel word from the logically infinite num-
ber of possibilities (Quine, 1960). Research also demonstrates that
Quine’s problem is further alleviated by the physical structure of
children’s bodies; their short arms mean that much of the time the
number of possible referents in an adult’s view when a novel name
is presented is reduced to a single item for a child (Smith et al.,
2011). Together these studies suggest a very different picture of the
“logically impossible” referent selection problem: the child’s prior
experiences and knowledge, when combined with their physical
characteristics and the structure of the interaction, narrow the
possibilities such that a solution is likely.

In the current study, we aim to show how structure in the input
similarly helps to make the problem of category extension solv-
able. Even after the word has been segmented from the speech
stream and the initial link between a novel word form and referent
has been established, a child must learn the proper adult exten-
sion for that word; that the word refers to other instances besides
the one she has seen named and what properties those instances

have in common. Given that the words children are expected to
learn early name categories that vary from objects to substances
to colors and actions, and the fact that many early learned words
name hierarchically nested categories, this too is a very challeng-
ing problem. Nevertheless, young children are particularly adept
at solving this problem and learning new words. The literature on
early word learning suggests that biases or constraints may help
children overcome some of the inherent difficulties in generaliza-
tion by narrowing the scope of possibilities children consider for
the organizational structure of newly learned nominal categories.
For example, young children reliably demonstrate a tendency to
map novel names to novel whole-object referents rather than
familiar objects (mutual exclusivity constraint) or parts of objects
(whole-object constraint; Markman, 1989, 1992). Likewise, 2- and
3-year-old children generalize novel names of solid objects by sim-
ilarity in shape rather than material or color, a behavior known as
the shape bias (Landau et al., 1988; Smith et al., 2002).

The current study focuses in particular on the shape bias
because there is a growing body of research providing a mechanis-
tic account of the tie between language structure and the specifics
of the children’s biased attention to shape. To the extent that other
word learning biases are the developmental product of children’s
growing knowledge about objects, language, and vocabulary, how-
ever, our examination of how the structure of this input affects the
shape bias, should shed light on our understanding of the solvabil-
ity of other word learning biases. More generally, even, the data
presented here will highlight how children’s on-line attention in a
task is shaped by their prior experiences and knowledge; a mecha-
nism that would be available to guide development across a range
of domains.

THE SHAPE BIAS
Smith and colleagues originally proposed the term “shape bias”
to refer to the finding that young children presented with a
novel solid object exemplar and given a novel name, will gen-
eralize the novel name to test objects that match the exemplar
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in shape rather than test objects that match the exemplar in
other ways (Landau et al., 1988). Subsequent research suggested
that a bias to attend to shape would be beneficial in that the
majority of the first 300 nouns children learn early in vocabulary
development are names for concrete artifact categories organized
by shape similarity (Samuelson and Smith, 1999). Further, the
shape bias has been shown to be fundamentally developmental ;
experimental evidence demonstrates that children begin attend-
ing to shape in noun generalization tasks after they have learned
some nouns and that attention to shape increases with develop-
ment (Samuelson and Smith, 1999; Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith,
2004).

Smith and colleagues have proposed a four-step process to
explain the emergence of the shape bias from prior learning of
individual nominal categories (Smith et al., 2002). According to
this proposal, as children learn names for individual instances of
an object category (step 1) and individual object categories (step
2), the regular association of solid things and categories organized
by similarity in shape in the early English noun vocabulary helps
them to learn to attend to shape when learning new words for solid
objects (step 3). Further, Smith et al. (2002) proposed that once
children have learned to attend to shape in the context of a novel
noun for a novel solid object, the fact that there are many such
words to learn will set them up to learn new words more quickly
(step 4).

Support for this proposal comes from longitudinal studies
showing that teaching children names of multiple categories orga-
nized by similarity in shape helps them develop a precocious shape
bias and acquire vocabulary more quickly than those not given
such training (Samuelson, 2002; Smith et al., 2002). Furthermore,
cross-linguistic studies show that the biases children demonstrate
depend on the language (and therefore the specific regularities)
being learned (Smith et al., 2003). Likewise, studies of atypical
learners (such as children with autism and late-talkers) show that
they do not develop the same attentional biases in word learn-
ing as typically developing children (Jones and Smith, 2005; Tek
et al., 2008). All of these studies point to a connection between
the specifics of the vocabulary being learned and the development
and the direction of the bias that develops.

VOCABULARY STRUCTURE AND THE SHAPE BIAS
This body of evidence is augmented by recent training studies that
have examined the influence of more specific aspects of vocabulary
structure on subsequent word learning. These studies have exam-
ined how variability, both in terms of the exemplars children see
when learning categories (Perry et al., 2010), and in the statistics
within the noun vocabulary children learn (Samuelson and Schif-
fer, in preparation), influences the development of the shape bias.
Specifically, Samuelson and Schiffer found that children taught a
vocabulary dominated by count nouns that named solid objects
in categories well organized by similarity in shape, learned biases
differently from children taught a vocabulary containing equal
numbers of count and mass nouns, names for solid and non-solid
things, and names for categories organized by shape or material.
Importantly, the robustness and stability of these biases depended
on the size of the children’s vocabularies when they started the
study, such that those with smaller starting vocabularies were more

affected by the vocabulary acquired during the study (Samuelson
and Schiffer, in preparation).

Perry et al. (2010) found that variability in the exemplars used
to teach novel names leads to a more discriminating shape bias
(generalizing names for novel solid things by similarity in shape
but names for novel non-solid things by similarity in material)
and an increase in vocabulary development. Furthermore, mixed
logistic regression models that incorporated subject and item vari-
ables showed how individual children’s performance at each step
in the four-step process influenced what they learn and the bias
that developed (Perry et al., 2010). These models demonstrate
the links between the four steps in Smith et al.’s (2002) pro-
posed process, and thus come closer to making a direct connection
between individual vocabulary and the shape bias.

Together, the Samuelson and Schiffer (in preparation) and
Perry et al. (2010) training studies demonstrate that the word
learning biases that children develop are clearly influenced by the
statistics of prior vocabulary learning, in terms of both the (1)
between-category organization and overlap of category organi-
zation, solidity, and syntax, and (2) the specifics of the within-
category variability children are exposed to. These studies also
support the idea that what a child knows determines how they will
be influenced by the regularities available to learn next. However,
no work to date has examined in detail the relation between indi-
vidual children’s vocabulary structures and the biases they develop.
This is the focus of the current paper. Specifically, we examine
whether the statistics of individual children’s vocabularies predict
their individual likelihood to demonstrate a shape bias.

OVERALL VOCABULARY STRUCTURE, THE MCDI, AND INDIVIDUAL
VOCABULARY DATA
Noun generalization data are not typically analyzed at the level of
individual children because capturing detailed individual data can
be difficult. One exception is a longitudinal study conducted by
Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith (2004). They examined the vocabu-
laries of individual children on a week-by-week basis in terms of
both the total number of nouns and the number of count nouns
produced to find the point in vocabulary development at which
children first demonstrated a systematic bias to attend to shape
in a novel noun generalization (NNG) task. Gershkoff-Stowe and
Smith (2004) found that as a group, children who knew more
than 50 nouns showed a shape bias. Importantly, however, there
was neither a “critical mass” of count nouns, or names for cat-
egories organized by similarity in shape, nor a specific age or
amount of time in the study that determined whether individ-
ual children demonstrated a shape bias in the NNG task. Rather,
the specific session at which individual children showed an accel-
eration and attention to shape differed across children, and the
number of nouns children knew at that point was variable. This
finding suggests that the statistics of the early noun vocabulary
may not be the same for all children at the point when children
first demonstrate a shape bias in the NNG task. In part, this could
be because only one NNG trial was collected from each child at
each visit. Data from children this young are notoriously vari-
able, thus it is possible that the patterns of individual children’s
shape biased performance with respect to their vocabulary struc-
tures were not statistically reliable, even if the group mean was.
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Clearly, multiple NNG trials are necessary to examine individual
performance.

The lack of an informative predictor in the Gershkoff-Stowe
and Smith (2004) study could also be related to the way they clas-
sified the vocabulary. Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith (2004) looked at
the number of object names in productive vocabulary in relation
to generalization biases. However, it is possible that another part
of the vocabulary, or an even more specific classification of the
words in the vocabulary, would be more predictive of noun gener-
alization behavior. For example, some object names that children
learn early in vocabulary development refer to things that are solid
(e.g., ball) and some refer to things that are non-solid (e.g., pud-
ding). Samuelson and Smith (1999) used adult judgments of the
nominal categories listed on the MacArthur–Bates Communica-
tive Developmental Inventory (MCDI) to examine the structure
of the early noun vocabulary in terms of these more specific clas-
sifications. Adults were asked to judge whether each of the 312
nouns referred to a category of solid objects or non-solid sub-
stances, a category organized by similarity in shape or material,
and whether each noun was a count or mass noun. As can be
seen in Figure 1, Samuelson and Smith found that there were
more nouns referring to solid objects than non-solid substances,
more categories organized by similarity in shape than similarity in
material, and more count nouns than mass nouns. Furthermore,
there was more overlap between solidity, category organization,
and syntax for the set of words that would support a shape bias –
the “shape side” (solid + shape + count) – than between the set of
words that would support a bias to attend to material substance
when generalizing a name for a non-solid – the “material side”
(non-solid + material + mass).

Using these judgments of the MCDI noun structure, Samuel-
son and Smith (1999) then examined both the number of nouns
children knew of each type, and how these numbers were related to
the mean proportion shape responding in a NNG task. Looking at
a wide range of children in terms of both age (17–33 months) and
noun vocabulary size (0–309 words), they showed that children at
all vocabulary levels had more names for solid objects, categories
organized by similarity in shape, and count nouns than names
for non-solid things, categories organized by similarity in mater-
ial, and mass nouns. However, only children with more than 151

FIGURE 1 | Overlap between solidity, syntax, and category

organization for the “shape side” (left) and “material side” (right) of

the early noun vocabulary based on Samuelson and Smith’s (1999)

analysis of adult judgments.

nouns in their productive vocabularies demonstrated a shape bias.
This suggests, then, that just because a child knows more words
that fall into the classifications on the “shape side” does not mean
that she will demonstrate a shape bias – otherwise children in all
the vocabulary groups would have demonstrated this bias.

Clearly then, to understand the relation between vocabulary
structure and bias development we need to look at more than
just the number of nouns of different types children know. In
particular, the fact that the vocabulary size at onset of shape bias
acquisition differs across studies, and across children, suggests that
there is no critical mass of nouns to be learned before demonstrat-
ing a shape bias. Additionally these studies show that shape bias
development cannot just be due to the total number of nouns
a child knows because the early vocabulary is always dominated
by words on the “shape side,” Thus, Samuelson and Smith’s and
Gershkoff-Stowe and Smith (2004) data together suggest that what
may matter most for shape bias acquisition is the relative propor-
tions of words that fall into classifications on the “shape side”
to other word types. Furthermore, in addition to learning words
from the“shape side”and“material side,”children also learn nouns
that are exceptions to this ontological divide. These words, such as
chalk (solid + material), might be said to “go against the system”
in that they would not support a link between solid objects and
attention to shape or non-solid substances and attention to mate-
rial. In fact, given that all the 17- to 33-month-old children in
Samuelson and Smith’s sample had many solid + shape + count
words in their vocabularies, looking at differences in children’s
knowledge of these nouns should not be very revealing. Rather, it
might be more informative to look at differences across children
in their knowledge of nouns that that “go against the system” and
how these relate to NNG performance.

The nature of the MCDI also makes examination of these
types of words critical. Samuelson and Smith chose to examine
the MCDI in their study because it a reliable and valid measure
with extensive normative testing (Fenson et al., 1994). However,
Samuelson and Smith’s analysis tells us that this measure is itself
biased toward count nouns that name solid things in categories
well organized by similarity in shape. Accordingly, any child’s
vocabulary measured with this tool will almost certainly have
more of these kinds of nouns than others (as seen in Samuel-
son and Smith, 1999). Thus, this measure will only let us detect
relationships between vocabulary structure and noun generaliza-
tion performance if we look at the parts of the vocabulary that
vary more between children. One might argue that a measure
other than the MCDI might be preferable. However, continuing
with this measure has the advantages that (1) the MCDI is still
the standard measure of vocabulary development for children in
the age-range we are interested in, (2) switching measures would
necessitate obtaining new judgments of solidity, category struc-
ture, and syntax, and (3) it enables comparison to prior work.
In addition, restricting the vocabulary of interest to the MCDI
means we can examine our findings in the context of the known
proportions of words on that measure; a comparison that would
not be possible if we used another measure or allowed parents to
record words not on the MCD. That is, we can look at the num-
ber of names for solid things in categories organized by similarity
in material with respect to the known proportion of those kinds
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of words in the possible vocabulary we are examining. So while
the MCDI might not be perfectly representative of all children’s
knowledge of all categories, it is useful in that it is the “average”
vocabulary of an “average” child at a given age.

THE CURRENT STUDY
The specific question for the current study is this: if the four-step
process is about forming general word learning biases from the
structure present in one’s vocabulary, what would happen if one’s
structure differed from that of the average? To answer this ques-
tion, we first we ask how the vocabulary could vary with respect
to dominance. Clearly, as can be seen in Figure 1, given the fact
that there are so few words total on the material side relative to
the shape side, we are not going to find many children who have
vocabularies dominated by non-solid + material + mass words. It
would be nearly impossible, for example, for a child to learn all
of the words on the material side and none of the words on the
shape side. In fact, evidence from a longitudinal training study
suggests that while teaching multiple names of categories orga-
nized by similarity in shape helps children acquire new nominal
categories organized by shape similarity more quickly, but teach-
ing multiple categories organized by similarity in material does not
lead to an increase in learning new nominal categories organized
by material (Samuelson, 2002). This might be because of the rel-
ative proportions of each that are available to learn. So while we
will not be able to look at individual children in terms of “chil-
dren who know only material side words” and“children who know
only shape side words,” we can look at how the relative propor-
tion of material words to the number of nouns a child knows
compared to the average child affects the attentional biases they
demonstrate.

Next we ask how the vocabulary could vary with respect to cor-
relation between classifications. As can be seen in Figure 1, there is
a lot of overlap between solidity, syntax, and category organization
on the shape side of the vocabulary and considerably less overlap
on the material side. The lack of correlation on the material side
means that non-overlapping areas actually overlap with classifica-
tions on the shape side. Words that have classifications from both
“sides” are ones that go against the system. The lack of overlap on
the material side, then, suggests that there are actually more words
that “go against the system” than those that support the material
side of the ontology (see Figure 1). That there are more “against
the system”words than material side words, could potentially allow
for them to have more of an impact than words from the material
side, further necessitating an examination of both types of noun
classifications and their influence on attentional biases.

For this reason, then, we propose that knowing more words that
“go against” the structure of the average child’s vocabulary (based
on Samuelson and Smith, 1999 analysis of the MCDI) would lead
to a less robust bias to attend to shape and potentially increase
other attentional biases in NNG. While Samuelson and Smith did
not detail this structure of overlapping classifications that went
against the system, we propose that doing so might help us under-
stand potential individual differences in shape bias development.
For example, knowing many names for solid objects in categories
organized by similarity in material (such as apple, chalk, and ice)
could theoretically lead to a material bias for solids.

The goals of the present study, therefore, are to better under-
stand the development of word learning biases such as the shape
bias by (1) exploring the structure of individual children’s pro-
ductive vocabularies with respect to individual and joint noun
classifications, especially those words that go against the typical
structure, and (2) using vocabulary structure to predict perfor-
mance in NNG. We expect that the statistics of a child’s vocabulary
should mediate their on-line attention in our task. Specifically, we
expect to find differences in the words that individual children
know, especially in those joint classifications that go against the
typical structure (e.g., solids in material categories), that are linked
to their likelihood of demonstrating a shape bias.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Seventy-five 15- to 24-month-old monolingual English speakers
(M = 1 year, 7 months, 14 days) participated. There were 40 boys
and 35 girls in the final sample. Informed consent was obtained
from children’s parent or guardian prior to the first experimental
session. Children were recruited via birth records and received a
small toy for participation after each session.

STIMULI
Eighteen familiar objects and 30 novel objects were used. Familiar
objects formed six sets of two identical objects and one completely
different object (e.g., two identical blue cups and one yellow rab-
bit) used for a warm-up task. Novel objects were used in the NNG
test. These formed six sets of five objects each. Each set consisted
of an exemplar object, two objects of the same shape as the exem-
plar but different in color and material (shape matches), and two
objects made from the same material as the exemplar but differ-
ent in color and shape (material matches). Figure 2 shows each
stimuli set. Six nonce words were used as names and were ran-
domly assigned to each stimulus set and counterbalanced across
participants.

PROCEDURE
Participants came to the laboratory for three experimental sessions
spaced no more than 8 days apart (M : 3 days, range: 1–8 days). At

FIGURE 2 | Stimuli sets used in novel noun generalization. Each set is
named after the material of its exemplar. In each display, the exemplar is to
the far left, the two shape matches are on top, and the two material
matches are on bottom.
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each session the child completed four NNG test trials for two of
the novel sets, so that after three sessions they had completed four
trials for all six sets. Parents completed the MCDI: Words and
Sentences (Fenson et al., 1994) at the first visit and reviewed it at
each subsequent visit to add any new words the children began to
produce over the course of the three visits to the laboratory.

On each trial the child explored the exemplar object, one shape
match test object and one material match test object for about
10 s. The experimenter then placed the two test objects on the tray,
held up the exemplar saying, for example,“This is my kiv. Can you
get your kiv?” and pushed the tray forward. Each of the two shape
match objects in a stimulus set were presented with each of the two
material match objects once for a total of four trials per stimulus
set. After a child completed all four trials for a given stimulus set
the experimenter moved on to the next set. The order of experi-
mental trials within each stimulus set, as well as the order of the
stimulus set was counterbalanced across children and across visits.

CODING AND ANALYSIS
Sessions were videotaped and coded offline. Twenty-five percent
of sessions were recoded for reliability; inter-coder agreement was
100%. All results are reported as proportion shape choice. We
analyze NNG performance in two ways: (1) using t -tests against
chance to examine overall performance and (2) using mixed logis-
tic regression to examine the effects of vocabulary on noun gen-
eralization performance. We use mixed logistic regression because
recent arguments suggest that ANOVA’s on categorical outcome
variables, such as those in a forced-choice NNG task, are inap-
propriate (see Jaeger, 2008). This approach has recently been used
to demonstrate the links between the four steps of Smith et al.’s
(2002) four-step process (Perry et al., 2010). Furthermore, these
models are advantageous for our individual differences approach
because we can include random subject and item effects and
thereby examine the influence of variance contributed by indi-
vidual differences in children’s vocabulary structure as well as
differences caused by the particular stimuli. We removed col-
inearity from our models by sum-coding the data and scaling
continuous variables. To determine appropriate random effects
structure, we began with a completely specified random effects

structure including random slopes for all variables in a given
model. Then, using model comparison, we systematically removed
uninformative random effects to find an appropriate model (c.f.
Jaeger, 2009). All final models included random intercepts for
subject, item, and session.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our primary goal is to understand the relationship between an
individual’s vocabulary structure and the development of the
shape bias. To do so, we examine participants’ performance in
three ways. First we examine the results of our NNG test. This
will tell us overall how likely our participants, as a group, were to
demonstrate a shape bias. Second we examine the structure of chil-
dren’s vocabularies. This will tell us how the relative proportions
of various noun classifications change with total noun vocabulary
size. Finally, we examine how well the number of nouns a child
knows within a given noun classification account for his or her
performance in our NNG task.

OVERALL NOVEL NOUN GENERALIZATION PERFORMANCE
We ask if participants show a significant tendency to generalize
novel nouns for novel solid objects to other objects that match in
shape. Because earlier studies examining shape bias development
have typically stopped measuring NNG performance once a shape
bias is demonstrated, we do not currently have a good idea of how
stable children’s performance is in this task. Therefore, we also
examine performance at each session and for each stimulus set.

We begin by examining participants’ overall performance in
the NNG task. Figure 3A shows NNG performance across all par-
ticipants, sessions, and stimuli as proportion shape response out
of total responses1. As this task is a two item forced-choice task,
chance is at 50%; above chance performance indicates a tendency
to choose the shape match object, below chance indicates a ten-
dency to choose the material match. All NNG results are graphed
in this way. Overall, children demonstrated a bias to choose the
shape match test object at test at greater than chance levels (0.50),

1Children made clear responses on the majority of trials. The percentage of no
responses was small (65 out of the 1800 total trials, or 3.6%).

FIGURE 3 | (A) Overall proportion shape responding in novel noun generalization. (B) Proportion shape responding for each session. (C) Proportion shape
responding for each stimulus set.
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M = 0.57, t (446) = 5.81,p < 0.0001. This suggests that overall chil-
dren were biased to attend to shape when generalizing the names of
these novel solid objects. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 3B,
shape choices were significantly higher than chance for each of
the three sessions, Session 1: M = 0.59, t (75) = 3.75, p < 0.001,
Session 2: M = 0.58, t (75) = 3.76, p < 0.001; Session 3: M = 0.55,
t (74), p < 0.05.

However, when we next examine performance by stimulus set,
we see that children were more likely to choose the shape match
for some sets than others. Figure 3C shows performance across all
participants and sessions for each of the six stimulus sets. As can
be seen in the figure, children showed significant shape respond-
ing for the clay, M = 0.64, t (74) = 5.16, p < 0.0001, and wood
sets, M = 0.68, t (73) = 5.90, p < 0.0001, and marginally significant
shape responding for the sand, M = 0.56, t (73) = 1.89, p < 0.10,
and Styrofoam sets, M = 0.55, t (74) = 1.76, p < 0.10. However,
children’s choice of the shape match test object did not differ from
chance for the plaster, M = 0.54, t (73) = 1.17, ns, and scrubber
sponge sets, M = 0.48, t (73) = 0.65, ns. Overall, then the results
of our t -tests against chance show that while children generally
attended to shape most of the time (across all sessions and for four
of the six stimulus sets) there is some variability in their attention
to shape that is related to the stimuli used.

VOCABULARY STRUCTURE
We next overview participants’ vocabulary structure in terms of
single and joint classifications of solidity, syntax, and category
organization based on the adult participants’ judgments reported
in Samuelson and Smith (1999). To facilitate comparison to earlier
work, we began by breaking children into vocabulary subgroups

based on the number of nouns in their productive vocabulary at
the third session. We used the same groupings used previously by
Samuelson and Smith (1999): 0–50 nouns, 51–150 nouns, 151–
250 nouns, 251+ nouns. Table 1 provides NNG performance, the
means and ranges of the total noun vocabulary, as well as the
number of known nouns within each individual classification of
the vocabulary for each subgroup. The left-most column gives the
proportion of words in each noun classification out of the total
number of nouns on the MCDI. Overall, relative proportions of
each of the single classifications were similar to that of the struc-
ture of the MCDI and that found by Samuelson and Smith (1999).
For example, the proportion of count nouns/mass nouns for
each subgroup (from lowest to highest) were 0.79/0.10, 0.75/0.11,
0.75/0.10, and 0.75/0.10 respectively, compared to 0.74/0.10 of
MCDI nouns.

Table 2 shows the means and ranges of joint classifications for
each of these subgroups. For each of these classifications, we list
the proportion of all the nouns children know that represent an
overlap between classifications. These classifications are exclusive
such that each noun is only counted in the most complete clas-
sification in which it fits. Table 3 shows how all 312 nouns on
the MCDI are accounted for: both those that fall into these joint
classifications and those that do not. We found that the propor-
tions of joint classifications were also similar to the structure of
the MCDI and that found by Samuelson and Smith. For example,
as can be seen in Table 2, the proportion of mass nouns naming
non-solid substances for each subgroup were 0.03, 0.02, 0.02, and
0.02, compared to 0.02 of MCDI nouns.

Our overview of the vocabulary structure goes above and
beyond the work of Samuelson and Smith (1999), however, in

Table 1 | Proportion shape response and mean, SD, range, and proportion of nouns in each vocabulary classification for each vocabulary

subgroup.

MCDI 0–50 51–150 151–250 250+

N 41 20 9 5

Age 19:09 20:19 21:07 23:11

Mean/SD range Prop. Mean/SD range Prop. Mean/SD range Prop. Mean/SD range Prop.

Shape response

score

M : 12.7/SD: 2.4

(7–18)

M : 13.9/SD: 2.1

(11–18)

M : 13.2/SD: 1.4

(11–15)

M : 16/SD: 4.1

(13–23)

Total nouns M : 15.9/SD:

13.2 (0–47)

M : 95.9/SD:

30.4 (53–149)

M : 199.7/SD:

35.5 (156–249)

M : 284.6/SD:

17.4 (264–308)

Solid objects 0.63 M : 10.9/SD: 9.0

(0–34)

0.69 M : 62.2/SD:

19.8 (33–102)

0.65 M : 128.3/SD:

23.9 (97–163)

0.64 M : 181.6/SD:

9.3 (172–196)

0.64

Non-solid

substances

0.04 M : 1.4/SD: 1.3

(0–4)

0.08 M : 5.3/SD: 2.0

(1–8)

0.05 M : 8.9/SD: 1.8

(5–11)

0.04 M : 12.2/SD: 1.7

(9–14)

0.04

Count syntax 0.74 M : 12.6/SD:

10.2 (0–36)

0.79 M : 72.3/:22.1

(41–115)

0.75 M : 148.8/SD:

27.8 (114–186)

0.75 M : 212.4/SD:

17.4 (199–231)

0.75

Mass syntax 0.1 M : 1.6/SD: 1.6

(1–6)

0.10 M : 10.3/SD: 3.6

(4–15)

0.11 M : 19.2/SD: 4.0

(12–24)

0.10 M : 27.4/SD: 3.2

(24–31)

0.10

Shape

organization

0.48 M : 9.3/SD: 7.6

(0–27)

0.58 M : 50.1/SD:

14.2 (28–79)

0.52 M : 98.3/SD: 17.6

(74–120)

0.49 M : 137.6/SD: 7.8

(130–150)

0.48

Material

organization

0.16 M : 2.0/SD: 2.2

(0–9)

0.12 M : 13.1/SD: 5.2

(2–23)

0.14 M : 31.1/SD: 7.0

(18–39)

0.16 M : 44.8/SD: 3.9

(41–49)

0.16

Far left column shows proportion possible on the MCDI.
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Table 2 | Mean, range, and proportion of nouns in each joint vocabulary classification for each vocabulary subgroup.

MCDI 0–50 51–150 151–250 250+

Mean/SD range Prop. Mean/SD range Prop. Mean/SD range Prop. Mean/SD range Prop.

Solid/shape 0.02 M : 0.26/SD:

0.52 (0–2)

0.02 M : 1.9/SD: 1.1

(0–4)

0.02 M : 4.1/SD: 1.0

(2–5)

0.02 M : 4.8/SD: 0.40

(4–5)

0.02

Solid/count 0.17 M : 2.5/SD: 2.7

(0–10)

0.16 M : 16.0/SD: 6.0

(7–29)

0.17 M : 32.5/SD: 6.4

(24–45)

0.17 M : 48.5/SD: 2.3

(44–51)

0.17

Shape/count 0.08 M : 1.6/SD: 2.2

(0–10)

0.10 M : 8.9/SD: 3.2

(3–15)

0.09 M : 16.1/SD: 3.2

(10–21)

0.08 M : 21.7/SD: 1.9

(18–24)

0.08

Solid/shape/count 0.33 M : 6.5/SD: 5.4

(0–20)

0.43 M : 33.6/SD: 9.5

(19–56)

0.36 M : 64.8/SD:

13.5 (46–85)

0.33 M : 94.9/SD: 5.2

(89–104)

0.34

Non-solid/

material

0.006 M : 0.02/SD:

0.13 (0–1)

0.001 M : 0.31/SD:

0.46 (0–1)

0.003 M : 0.58/SD:

0.63 (0–2)

0.003 M : 1.2/SD: 0.40

(1–2)

0.004

Non-solid/mass 0.02 M : 0.44/SD:

0.65 (0–2)

0.03 M : 2.1/SD: 1.2

(0–4)

0.02 M : 3.8/SD: 0.64

(3–5)

0.02 M : 4.8/SD: 0.40

(4–5)

0.02

Material/mass 0.03 M : 0.06/SD:

0.24 (0–1)

0.004 M : 1.6/SD: 0.96

(0–3)

0.02 M : 4.2/SD: 1.7

(2–7)

0.02 M : 7.4/SD: 1.4

(5–9)

0.03

Non-solid/

material/mass

0.02 M : 0.6/SD: 0.7

(0–2)

0.04 M : 2.1/SD: 1.0

(0–4)

0.02 M : 3.4/SD: 1.3

(1–5)

0.02 M : 5.2/SD: 1.2

(3–6)

0.02

Solid/material/any

syntax

0.08 M : 0.9/SD: 1.4

(0–6)

0.06 M : 6.6/SD: 2.9

(1–14)

0.07 M : 16.3/SD: 3.6

(11–22)

0.08 M : 22.4/SD: 1.5

(20–25)

0.08

Solid/mass 0.006 M : 0.02/SD: 0.1

(0–1)

0.001 M : 0.5/SD: 0.6

(0–2)

0.005 M : 1.2/SD: 0.6

(0–2)

0.006 M : 2/SD: 0 (2–2) 0.007

Shape/material/any

syntax

0.006 M : 0.008/SD:

0.1 (0–1)

0.0005 M : 0.63/SD: 0.6

(0–2)

0.007 M : 1.7/SD: 0.5

(1–2)

0.009 M : 0.1.8/SD: 0.4

(1–2)

0.006

Count/material 0.006 M : 0.02/SD: 0.2

(0–1)

0.001 M : 0.2/SD: 0.4

(0–1)

0.002 M : 1.0/SD: 0.7

(0–2)

0.005 M : 1.8/SD: 0.4

(1–2)

0.006

Table 3 | Number of MCDI nouns in each classification per area based on Samuelson and Smith’s (1999) adult judgments of solidity, syntax, and

category organization.

For shape side For material side Against the system Ambiguous Grand total

Solid + count 52 Non-solid + mass 5 Solid + mass 2 Solid 9

Solid + shape 5 Non-solid + material 2 Solid + material + either syntax 25 Count 38

Count + shape 24 Mass + material 9 Count + material 2 Shape 4

Solid + count + shape 104 Non-solid + mass + material 6 Shape + material + either syntax 2 Non-solid 2

Mass 6

Material 5

None 11

Area total 185 22 31 74 312

that we examined the number of words children know that fall
into joint classifications that go against the system, examining
nouns that do not support the link between solidity, shape, and
count syntax or the link between non-solidity, material, and mass
syntax. There are four such joint classifications of nouns on the
MCDI. These include: mass nouns that name solid objects, such
as “meat” (0.006 of nouns); count and mass nouns that name cat-
egories organized by similarity in both shape and material, such as
“popcorn” (0.006 of nouns); count nouns that name categories
organized by similarity in material, such as “towel” (0.006 of
nouns); and names of solid objects in categories organized by
similarity in material, such as“chalk”(0.08 of nouns). Importantly,

as can be seen in Table 3, there were actually more nouns that name
solid objects in categories organized by similarity in material than
there are in all classifications that support the material side com-
bined (25 vs. 22). This relatively large number of words that fall
into this classification support further examination of the rela-
tionship between differences in individual children’s vocabulary
structure and their NNG performance.

VOCABULARY AND NOVEL NOUN GENERALIZATION
We next examine how knowing the names of words in each of these
classifications influenced the likelihood of demonstrating a shape
bias. To do so, we first looked at the NNG performance of each of
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the vocabulary subgroups. We scored responses such that a shape
response received a 1 and material response received a 0. Thus the
higher the score (out of the 24 possible trials), the more biased a
participant was to attend to shape. We present these data graphi-
cally in Figure 4. All four groups were significantly likely to choose
shape matches, 0–50: M = 0.55, t (40) = 3.68, p < 0.001; 51–150:
M = 0.59, t (19) = 4.11, p < 0.001; 151–250; M = 0.57, t (8) = 2.80,
p < 0.05; 251; M = 0.71, t (4) = 2.82, p < 0.05. However, it is also
apparent from the ranges of individual performance within each
of these subgroups that not all individual children chose the shape
match on every trial (see Figure 4). In fact, only in the highest
vocabulary group did all children have a score above 12 (corre-
sponding to above chance performance), while children in the
lower three vocabulary subgroups had a wider range of scores.
Thus, for the lower vocabulary subgroups, despite overall high
attention to shape, there were many children who either performed
at chance or demonstrated a material bias. In fact, a mixed logistic
regression model accounting for random subject, item, and ses-
sion factors, showed that the three lowest vocabulary groups were
significantly less likely than the highest to generalize by shape,
z = 2.55, p < 0.05. We next ask whether differences in the amount
of shape responding relate to specific differences in the relative
proportions of various types of nouns within the vocabulary.

MIXED LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELS OF EFFECTS OF VOCABULARY
ON NNG PERFORMANCE
Using mixed logistic regression, we examined the effects of the
interaction between subgroup and each area of the vocabulary –
shape side, material side, and against the system – on shape choice
in NNG. We did this by regressing out the number of total nouns
a child knew from the number of nouns he or she knew within a
given classification, such that this predictor is the number of nouns
a child knew in a classification above and beyond what would be
predicted based on their group. Thus, as can be seen in Table 3,
the shape side predictor includes the number of count nouns that
name solid objects, count nouns that name shape categories, and

FIGURE 4 | Proportion shape responding and productive noun

vocabulary size for each participant. Vocabulary subgroup divisions
marked by vertical gray lines.

the names of solid objects in shape categories. The material side
predictor includes the number of mass nouns that name non-solid
substances, mass nouns that name material categories, and the
names of non-solid substances in material categories. The against
the system predictor includes the number of count nouns that
name material categories, mass nouns that name solid objects,
mass nouns that name shape categories, and the names of solid
objects in material categories.

In order to examine differences in vocabulary, we must consider
the possibility that such differences might not present themselves
equally in each of our vocabulary subgroups. Because the MCDI
has a fixed structure,knowing the majority of words on it will mean
having a vocabulary that most closely conforms to that structure.
Thus, those children with the largest vocabularies will have much
less room to vary from the MCDI or from each other. Children
with smaller vocabularies, however have more room to vary. As
can be seen in Figure 4, these differences in variability were also
present in NNG performance. In particular, the variability in the
smallest vocabulary group was such that children with the low-
est amount of shape responding actually showed a material bias.
By including subgroup in our regression models, then, we can
account for such variability and are actually able to better examine
individual differences.

The model shows that the number of words a child knew on
the shape side was a significant predictor of NNG performance
such that knowing more of these words leads to a bias to attend to
shape, z = 2.19, p < 0.05. There was also a significant interaction
such that children with smaller vocabularies who knew more of
these words were more likely to attend to shape, z = 2.56 p < 0.05.
The model also shows that the number of words a child knew
that go against the system was a negatively significant predictor
of NNG such that knowing more of these words lead to a bias to
attend to material, z = −2.22, p < 0.05. There was also a signifi-
cant interaction such that children with smaller vocabularies who
knew more of these words were more likely to attend to mater-
ial, z = −2.56, p < 0.05. Finally, the model shows that the number
of words a child knew on the material side was not a significant
predictor of NNG, z = −0.62, ns.

We next conducted model comparison to examine which of
these predictors was necessary to account for children’s perfor-
mance in NNG. A model without the shape side predictor, (con-
taining only the against the system and material side predictors)
was significantly worse than a model that contained all three pre-
dictors, X 2(1) = 11.28, p < 0.05. A model without the against the
system predictor (i.e., containing only the shape side and the mate-
rial side predictors) was significantly worse than a model that
contained all three predictors, X 2(1) = 13.78, p < 0.01. However,
a model without the material predictor (i.e., containing only the
shape side and the against the system predictors) was not statis-
tically different than a model that contained all three predictors,
X 2(1) = 0.64, ns. Further model comparison revealed that a model
containing only the shape side predictor was significantly worse
than a model with all three predictors, X 2(1) = 16.78, p < 0.05.
A model containing only the against the system predictor, how-
ever, was no different than the model with all three predictors,
X 2(1) = 11.85, ns. Thus, the number of words children know that
go against the system can account for their NNG performance.
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To understand this result, we next consider the composition
of classifications of nouns that go against the system. There are
31 MCDI nouns in classifications that go against the system (see
Table 3). However, 25 of these name solid objects in categories
organized by material, while the other 6 are spread across 3 other
classifications: 2 count nouns that name material categories, 2
mass nouns that name solid objects, 2 nouns that name categories
organized by both shape and material. Furthermore, there was
only ever one child in the smallest vocabulary group who knew
a word from each of these other classifications. Clearly, most of
the work of the against the system predictor is being done just
by the number of names of solid objects in categories organized
by similarity in material. In fact, a model of just the interaction
between vocabulary group and the number of nouns a child knew
that named solid objects in material categories was able to account
for children’s NNG. The more of these words children knew, the
more likely they were to demonstrate a material bias, z = −2.21,
p < 0.05. Furthermore, there was an interaction such that children
with smaller vocabularies who knew more of these words were
more likely to demonstrate a material bias, z = −2.48, p < 0.05.
We present the results of this model in Figure 5. This figure shows,
for each vocabulary group, how the number of names of solid
objects in material categories children know above and beyond
what we would expect given their vocabulary group predicts their
likelihood of demonstrating a shape bias. Thus, especially for those
children with the smallest vocabularies, knowing a lot of names
for solid objects in categories that are organized by similarity in
material leads children to attend to material when learning the
names of solid objects.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES
We began our analyses by asking (1) how did children per-
form overall in our NNG task both in terms of stability across
sessions and stimulus sets, (2) what was the structure of children’s
vocabulary in terms of various noun classifications, and (3) how
did this structure relate to individual children’s performance in
our NNG task. We found that overall, children showed a signif-
icant bias to attend to shape when generalizing novel names for

FIGURE 5 | Relationship between number of names of solid objects in

material categories a child knows above and beyond what we would

expect given their vocabulary group and likelihood of choosing shape

match.

solid objects. This finding adds to earlier research (i.e., Gershkoff-
Stowe and Smith, 2004) by demonstrating stability in performance
across sessions. Next we found that there was some stability across
vocabulary development in the relative proportion of most noun
classifications children know. This too is consistent with ear-
lier findings (i.e., Samuelson and Smith, 1999). Additionally, we
described the structure of the part of the vocabulary that goes
“against the system” and found that there children know a larger
number of words that “go against the system” than that support
the “material side.” Finally, our mixed logistic regression models
show that the number of words children knew that went against
the system, particularly those that named solid objects in cate-
gories organized by material, predict NNG performance. This is
a novel finding that strongly supports the proposal that children’s
word learning biases emerge from the regularities present within
their individual vocabularies (e.g., Smith et al., 2002).

GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the current study we asked whether the statistics of an indi-
vidual child’s vocabulary could predict the attentional biases they
acquire. Importantly, this is the first study to look at individual
children’s vocabulary at this level of depth and examine how sub-
sets of known words influenced on-line attention in NNG tasks.
Overall, our results suggest that the structure of a child’s vocabu-
lary does, in fact, predict the direction of attentional bias she will
demonstrate in an NNG task with solid objects. To understand
this link between vocabulary structure and noun generalization,
we considered three areas of the early vocabulary: words on the
“shape side,”words on the“material side,”and words that go against
the system.

SHAPE SIDE NOUNS
One might think that knowing many words on the “shape side” of
the vocabulary would be the best predictor of attention to shape
in NNG tasks because knowing a lot of shape categories should
direct attention to shape. However, we found that it was not the
case that differences in the number of names for solid objects in
categories organized by shape that children knew could indepen-
dently account for differences in their attentional biases. This is
because all children have vocabularies dominated by words on the
“shape side” of the vocabulary, and thus these words alone cannot
distinguish between children’s patterns of noun generalizations.
There are two possible reasons we saw the dominance of names
for solid objects in categories well organized by similarity in shape
across the entire range of vocabulary we examined. First, it could
be that words on the“shape side”of the vocabulary are either easier
to acquire or more prevalent in early linguistic input and thus all
children know more of them than other types of words. It is also
possible, however that the apparent dominance is a product of a
biased measure of children’s vocabularies – the MCDI. While it is
clear the MCDI does reflect a biased vocabulary structure domi-
nated by words on the shape side, it has also been established as
valid and reliable list of the possible words within an “average”
child’s vocabulary (Fenson et al., 1994). Thus, we would argue
that the dominance of the shape side is present both within our
measure itself and in what we are attempting to measure.
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MATERIAL SIDE NOUNS
Another possible cause of individual differences in attentional
biases could be the number of names on the “material side” of
the vocabulary different children know. Knowing many names
of non-solid substances in categories organized by material helps
children know when shape is not important, thus making it more
clear when shape is important (i.e., in the case of solid objects; see
also Perry et al., 2010). We found, however, that the “material side”
predictor was not significantly related to NNG performance. This
could be because children who know many words on the “material
side” of the vocabulary are only more likely to attend to material
when generalizing the names of novel non-solid stimuli, which
we did not examine in this study. It is also possible, however, that
there are so few words on the “material side” that even knowing
many of them has little effect on NNG performance.

A review of Samuelson’s (2002) neural network simulations
of vocabulary acquisition effects on noun generalization can help
tease these possibilities apart. When a network was trained with a
vocabulary that had an equal number of material side and shape
side words, it became biased to generalize by shape for solid objects
and material for non-solid substances. However, when the net-
work was trained on the natural statistics found in the MCDI,
corresponding to an average child’s vocabulary (i.e., more names
on the “shape side”), it overgeneralized a shape bias to both solid
and non-solid stimuli. This suggests, then, that the children in our
study did not show a connection between the number of material
words they know and their NNG performance because there are
so few material words to learn (as in Samuelson’s natural statistics
condition) rather than because they were tested with solid stimuli.

AGAINST THE SYSTEM NOUNS
We did find, however, that knowing many nouns that“went against
the system,” was a significant predictor of NNG performance. In
particular, if a child’s vocabulary contained many nouns that name
solid objects in categories organized by similarity in material, they
were more likely to demonstrate a material bias when generaliz-
ing novel nouns for solid objects. This provides a concrete link
between individual children’s vocabulary structure and their on-
line performance in NNG tasks. This also demonstrates how words
that are not part of the dominate segment of the vocabulary sta-
tistics – those that go “against the system” – affect the biases that
emerge. We found that quite a few of the nouns children learn
early actually fall into such classifications.

This may seem surprising given that we often conceptualize
English as having a strict ontological divide between solids and
non-solids, such that solid things are named by count syntax and
belong to categories organized by shape while non-solid things are
named by mass syntax and belong to categories organized by mate-
rial substance (e.g., Soja et al., 1991). However, this ontological
divide is not so clear in the structure of the early noun vocabulary
(Samuelson and Smith, 1999, 2000). Based on adult judgments of
MCDI nouns, there are more words that go against this system (31)
then there are on the material side (22) of the early learned noun
vocabulary. Furthermore, children have to learn many different
types of words with many different types of category organiza-
tions, and attending to material when learning to name novel solid
objects is actually appropriate in many cases. Adults are clearly able

to have multiple construals for solid things – we can understand a
table as either the object “table” (shape construal) or as something
made of wood (material construal; Prasada et al., 2002). Thus,
English speakers need to be able to flexibly attend to shape or
material (or both) for solid objects. This fits with the fact that the
four-step process of shape bias development does not predict that
there is anything special about paying attention to shape per se,
but rather it proposes that the dominance of the shape side of the
vocabulary and the overlap between these classifications lead to
a bias to attend to shape relatively early in development – other
biases would be expected if the vocabulary being learned provided
different statistics.

WHERE DO DIFFERENCES COME FROM?
Our primary question in this line of work was: given that the
attentional biases children demonstrate when generalizing nouns
are the developmental product of the structure of the early noun
vocabulary, what happens if one’s structure is measurably differ-
ent from the typical structure. The data presented here suggest
that the specifics of the early vocabulary do change the specifics
of the biases children demonstrate, even in a sample of children
all learning the same language. These data, then, show how chil-
dren’s in-the-moment learning about novel nominal categories is
grounded in the specifics of their prior vocabulary knowledge via
attentional biases. Given this link between individual children’s
vocabulary statistics and their current word learning, an impor-
tant next question is where did the variability in the specifics of
the learned vocabulary come from? That is, why did some of the
children in our sample know so many of the “against the system”
words?

Differences in exposure
One possible origin of the individual differences we saw is differ-
ences in the words and objects that these children were exposed to
earlier in development. Cross-linguistic analyses show that there
are systematic differences in the way Japanese mothers and Amer-
ican mothers discuss objects (Fernald and Morikawa, 1993) that
relate to children’s vocabulary development (Yoshida and Smith,
2001, 2003). In a similar way, there could also be are also subtle
differences that exist within cultures in the way parents talk to chil-
dren about objects. Parents who talk more about objects’ materials
or who name more objects in categories organized by material, or
who allow their children to play with the non-solid food items
presented at mealtimes (c.f. Perry et al., in preparation), could
influence their children to attend more to the material of solid
objects. These children would then more readily learn the names
of categories of solid objects organized by similarity in material.

Differences in attention
Alternatively, there could be differences in the attentional abilities
of children that lead them to focus on material. Late-talkers, or
children who fall below the 20th percentile in productive vocab-
ulary development, show a bias to generalize the names of novel
objects by similarity in texture (Jones, 2003) and have difficulty
recognizing known objects’ abstract shapes (Jones and Smith,
2005). This work suggests that attentional differences between
children relate to differences in their word learning biases and
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vocabulary development. These types of attentional differences
could lead to differences in the types of words children learn. If a
child develops a bias to attend to the texture or material of objects
rather than their shape, she might be more likely to learn the
names of categories organized by similarity in material compared
to names of categories organized by similarity in shape. Both this
idea, that differences in children’s perceptual and attentional abil-
ities create vocabulary differences, and the idea that differences in
early exposure create vocabulary differences, could account for the
variability we found in our study.

WHERE DO SIMILARITIES COME FROM?
While the primary focus of our study is explaining what the differ-
ences between children can tell us about the development of word
learning, an important secondary contribution is demonstrating
how similarity between children emerges. There has been a ten-
dency in the literature to think that the great amount of similarity
seen among children means word learning is innately constrained
(e.g., Soja et al., 1991). However, our data suggest instead that
more general process of attention and memory build these biases
over time, and that while children end up with similar biases, they
begin much more variably. In particular, the data presented here
show that differences in vocabulary and noun generalization were
more pronounced in the lowest vocabulary groups and less pro-
nounced in the highest vocabulary groups. What happens over the
course of noun acquisition that leads to increasing stability within
and between children’s vocabulary and the subsequent attentional
biases they demonstrate?

One possibility is that the decreased variability in vocabu-
lary structure as children learn more nouns reflects the nature of
development itself. Perhaps initial differences in the structure of
children’s vocabulary reflect differences in potential developmen-
tal trajectories open to any child early in development. Research on
the development of reaching serves as a useful analogical tool for
considering the development of word learning in this way. Thelen
et al. (1993) followed the developmental trajectories of four chil-
dren as they learned to reach, and found that each child had a vastly
different trajectory. For example, Gabriel initially made large flap-
ping motions with his whole body toward an object, while Hannah
only made small timid movements with her hands. Because they
each had different starting points, their developmental paths were
necessarily different. For example, Gabriel’s movements had to
become more controlled and limited to the arms in order to sta-
bilize a reach to a particular point in space to grasp an object.
Hannah’s movements, in contrast, had to become stronger and
further removed from her body in order for her to get to things that
were presented at a distance. Nevertheless, by the time they were
able to successfully reach for an object, the children’s movements
were very similar to each other’s, despite the fact they had started in
such different places and had taken such different developmental
paths.

This example highlights how early individual differences may
be reduced over the course of development as intrinsic differences
become increasingly constrained. At first, as children learn new
words they might do so relatively randomly – based on the
specifics of what they are interested in, exposed to, and what
they happen to learn. Just like Hannah and Gabriel starting to

reach in two different ways two children might start out with
two very different vocabularies. One child might first learn the
words “ball” and “cup” and start attending to shape while another
child might learn “ice” and “chalk” and start attending to mate-
rial. Given, however, the fact that the words they are learning
early all come from a relatively fixed set (words you say to
children) with a fixed structure (the structure of the MCDI),
as these children learn more and more words, their vocabu-
laries will become more and more similar in structure. Thus,
the more nouns children know, the less their vocabulary struc-
ture will vary from each other and from the MCDI, as our data
confirm.

This increase in vocabulary constraints over development fur-
ther explains why we found our strongest effects on NNG in the
groups of children with the smallest vocabularies. As children learn
more words, their vocabularies will more closely reflect the struc-
ture of the normative vocabulary and thus their NNG behaviors
will be less variable (see Figure 4). Children might take many dif-
ferent pathways to get there,but eventually they mostly all get to the
same place: a bias to attend to shape. Thus, constraints on behavior
that lead children to achieve the same developmental outcomes,
do not need to be built into the child because they themselves are
the product of the developmental system that includes the child
and the word learning environment.

CONCLUSION
Our examination of the detailed statistics of children’s vocabu-
laries sheds light on this developmental cascade of word learning
constraints. We acknowledge that our conclusions about these sta-
tistics are influenced by the fact that these children’s vocabularies
were already relatively developed by the time they visited the lab-
oratory, and by the fact that our measure of children’s vocabulary
at this point (i.e., the MCDI) is itself limited. Additionally, there
is still a question of possible pre-linguistic origins for the biased
vocabulary structure. However, the children in the smallest vocab-
ulary group tended to have more variable vocabulary structures
(and NNG performance). This suggests that the first words chil-
dren learn are more free to vary and are influenced by many factors,
including but not limited to what objects children are surrounded
by, what their parents talk about, what they like to play with, and
what their language names. These factors all likely affect young
children’s attention as well, and future research clearly needs to
address the sources of potential pre-linguistic attentional differ-
ences and the role they play on early learned words and early word
learning biases.

Nevertheless, we believe our study is one of the strongest tests
of the four-step process. We have shown a connection between
individual children’s vocabularies and their NNG, demonstrat-
ing how attention is mediated by past learning. Further, we have
demonstrated not only how individual differences in the structure
of vocabulary knowledge constrain attention in word learning,
but also how these constraints increase over development and
thereby create stability in generalization behavior both within
and between children. The developmental trajectory seen here,
wherein children come to have more and more similar vocabu-
laries points to the common structure of English pushing what
may start out as slightly or someone different attentional biases
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across individual children to have more similar vocabularies. This
vocabulary then drives attentional word learning biases. That then
influence the words children subsequently learn. That then fur-
ther changes their attentional biases. Thus, the development of
word learning biases is an interaction between attention and word
learning across time.

In this way, then, category extension does not present children
with an unsolvable problem because the rich structure present in
children’s previously acquired vocabulary smartly directs category
extensions and facilitates future word learning. And, importantly,
this vocabulary structure and the emergent on-line constraints it
creates to direct word learning are themselves the developmen-
tal product of cascading changes in attention. In this way, then,
we have clearly demonstrated how the structure of vocabulary
affects shape bias development. When we consider this demon-
stration in the context of other examples of how children exploit

linguistic (e.g., Saffran et al., 1996a), social (e.g., Gillette et al.,
1999), and physical structures (e.g., Smith et al., 2011) to support
their word learning we can start to see how such an unsolvable
problem becomes solvable.
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